Investigation of critical factors for the resolution of SR695, a key impurity, from efavirenz in the reversed-phase assay of efavirenz dosage forms.
An investigation of the critical factors effecting the resolution of SR695 from efavirenz in the assay of efavirenz by reversed-phase HPLC was performed. This study was implemented to address the inability of a subset of the Zorbax SB-CN columns used in this method to adequately perform this separation, which were otherwise indistinguishable from columns of this type that could. In this study, column temperature, detector time-constant, pre-gradient isocratic hold-time, pre-column mixing volume, column, and HPLC type were considered. Experimental Design methods were employed to find the relative importance of these factors and to find parameters that would optimize the resolution of SR695 and efavirenz on any HPLC, with any column of this type, for both efavirenz oral liquid and capsule samples. It was also desired that this method change be minimal, so that extensive revalidation would not be required. The most important factors were the column temperature, with lower temperatures giving better resolution, and pre-column mixing volume of sample with mobile phase, with higher mixing volumes giving better resolution up to an asymptote reached at around 150 microl. Added pre-gradient isocratic hold time was found to result in a small improvement in resolution, but was insignificant compared with the other factors mentioned above. A possible explanation is given for the mechanism by which temperature and pre-column mixing have this effect on the resolution obtained in this assay.